
CHANGING TABLE HEATER 
Cosy warmth for your baby
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RISK OF EXPOSURE TO COLD
even in heated rooms

FEEL-GOOD TEMPERATURE
with the reer 

changing table heater

RELAXING BATH TIME
optimal water temperature 

of 36°-38°

TEMPERATURE DROP 
babies’ bodies 

struggle to regulate 
body temperature
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For more safety and well-being

More information is available at www.reer.de
Follow us onreer GmbH • Muehlstraße 41 

71229 Leonberg • Germany 
info@reer.de
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Over 90 years of experience and talking to 
parents have taught us what you need. Many in-
novative products that are simply indispensable in 
parenting households today were invented by us. 
Our practical aids make your everyday life easier – 
from pregnancy to pre-school age – and contribute 
to greater well-being. Together with our experts, 
we develop smart safety solutions that enable you 
to create a safe environment for your little one 
to grow up in, so you can relax while your young 
adventurer explores the world. With reer products, 
the whole family simply enjoys a feeling of all-
round security. We love children and aim to give 
them a safe start in life – because what you love, 
you protect!



Pioneer of child safety

Changing table heaters

The heater is available in different versions: with a stand or for installation on the 

wall and with one or two heat levels – adjusted to your baby’s needs. An additional 

benefit: The gentle heat speeds up the healing of rashes on your baby’s delicate 

skin.
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Protected from the cold 

Newborns and babies have not yet developed the ability to adjust to changes 

in ambient temperature. Their small bodies cannot yet regulate their own 

temperature levels. A baby’s skin is five times thinner than that of an adult! 

The insulating layer is missing. This is why, even in heated rooms, babies 

easily feel cold and are at risk from low temperatures, which is why babies 

should always be kept warm.

Cosy & consistent warmth for your baby

The reer heater for changing tables allows you to give your baby all the love and 

care they need and take your time over drying and dressing them after a bath. 

The heater immediately provides centred, cosy warmth and prevents exposure 

to cold and associated illness. Its pleasant, radiating warmth creates a consistent, 

feel-good space and prevents the drop in temperature your baby otherwise 

experiences. No more tears because of feeling cold after a bath or during nappy-

changing!  

Constant feel-good temperature during 
nappy-changing and after a bath 

Did you know...? 

MEDICAL

DEVICE STANDARD 

(IEC 601 2 21) 

TESTED ACCORDING

... that the radiation and warmth distribution functions of 

our changing table heater have been tested to medical 

standards? This ensures that your baby never overheats, 

and that no excessive heat is centred on one part of their 

body. An additional benefit: The gentle heat speeds up the healing of rashes on 

your baby’s delicate skin. Rashes heal much better if exposed to the air. With our 

changing table heater, you can leave your undressed baby to kick their legs for as 

long as they like!

„We bought it because our little one was cold and unhappy durnig changing. 
On Heat Setting 1 you can change nappies relaxed in the knowledge he is 

no longer cold. Setting 2 is perfect for after baths. Excellent warmer.
 (SEAN,Dad to Toby)

„One of the best features about this product is the removable pedestal. It 
also heats up very quickliy and our son loves it. Heat Setting 1 ist almost 

always sufficient. Except after bathing: we then use Setting 2 to keep baby 

snug and warm.“
(LISA, Mum to Jospeh)

„My baby boy is 5 months old and loves to have a bath but as soon as I put 
him down on his changing mat after the bath, he screamed, until someone 

suggested a Nursery Heater. It´s amazing. Just the right heat, in the right 
place: it keeps him very happy.“ 

(ANDY, Dad to Zack)

„I´m very happy, and my baby loves this warmer. You can easily take it from 
room to room, thanks thanks to the pedestal. The timer is perfect: if you 
forget to turn the warmer off, it automatically shuts off after 10 minutes. 

Great product!“
(HANNAH, Mum to Amelia)

What parents think:


